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-Elastic fabrics are on trend. They are comfortable to wear, dimensionally
stable and tear-resistant. For outfits made of jersey and stretch, to fit
perfectly, they need elastic seams. The Maraflex quality sewing thread
is now available for this purpose. lt allows for extra stretchiness - and

the clothes move with you.

Maraflex is the elastic sewing thread for household sewing machines. lt
creates elastic seams using straight stitch easily - without an overlock

or coverlock sewing machine.

With a seam stretch of up to 80 %, this sewing thread is particularly
flexible. lt is perfect for sewing light to medium-weight knitwear and

elastic woven fabrics, such as jersey or fabrics with elastane.

Maraflex is always used in combination as a needle thread and bobbin
thread and is sewn with low thread tension. This allows the seam to
expand optimally at a later stage. The best seam elasticity is achieved

with four stitches per centimetre.

Whether it is a round neckline, tight seams or cuffs on the legs and
sleeves, Maraflex makes clothing flexible. lt is perfect for hoodies,
joggers and children's trousers. Trimming is no longer necessary on
non-fraying fabrics: Simply cut off the seam allowance close to the

edge - and that is it.

Like most of Gutermann creativ quality sewing threads, Maraflex has
been produced using Micro Core Technology@. MCT@ is the unique
microfilament polyester-based core spun technology - Made in Germany.
This production process makes Maraflex a particularly high-quality

sewing thread.
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The plus of stretch
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The best seam elasticity is achieved with four stitches per centimetre

With a seam stretch of up to 80o/o, this sewing thread is particularly flexible.
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Maraflex Gijtermgff;1,
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Thickness
Sales unit
Material
Care

Needle Jersey Needle / Stretch Needle /
Super Stretch Needle

Needle size NM 70 - 80

No. 120 Art.777000
5 spools 150 m
100 % polybutylene terephthalate (PBT) 80 colours

@A@a@

Shade selection
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o 156 a 46 384 0 369 130 12 540 446
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Small shade variations may occur
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MCT'

ffi ffi*ffiIIr
r Elastic sewing thread with particularly high

stretch
. For flexible seams using straight stitch
. Up to 80 % seam stretch
r Adapts optimally to the stretch of knitted

fabric and elastic woven fabric
. Micro Core Technology@ - Made in Germany

Application
r Elastic closing and backstitch seams, for example

for jersey and all fabrics with elastane
r ldeal for sewing round necklines and tight seams
r For sewing cuffs on legs and sleeves, such as

hoodies, joggers or children's trousers
r Optimal seam elasticity with 4 stitches/cm
. Sew with as little thread tension as possible
. Sewn as needle and bobbin thread

Fabric recommendation
. Light to medium-weight knitwear,

for example jersey

. Light to medium weight elastic woven fabrics,

fabrics containing elastane
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